Codon usage and evolutionary rates of proteins.
The 61 codons and the three terminators were counted in the coding sequences of 31 families of proteins of higher vertebrates. The protein families were ordered according to their evolutionary rate. In each family, the ratio between the Observed and Expected frequency of each codon was obtained (O/E ratio). A strong and significant positive correlation was observed between the O/E ratio of the eight codons AAC, TAT, ATA, GAA, ACA, AAT, ATG and CGA and the evolutionary rate of the protein. A negative and significant correlation was observed for codons AAG and GAG. It was advanced that the functional constraints of proteins can influence the usage of codons, particularly for those trimers which are components of signal sequences. It was also observed that the O/E ratios of the terminators are negatively correlated with the evolutionary rate of the protein they terminate, and the correlation is significant for TAA and TGA, which in vertebrates might be older than TAG.